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old tour dates
by paulasmusic

As a newbie to the forum, I'm sorry if the question that I'm about to ask is covered 
elsewhere. If so, no doubt someone will point me in the right direction.
Is there a list of UK live concert dates that Dusty, as a solo artist, performed - eg 
theatres and dates on "package" shows and later solo headlining tours? 
I remember seeing her at the Commodore Theatre, Ryde IOW one August, but can't recall 
the actual date. The programme (autographed)that I have doesn't give the date. I saw 
her in Kingston and Croydon a few times and luckily have details of those. 
Also, and my memory is not too good, did Dusty appear in a Burt Bacharach tv special 
that was filmed by Granada at an old tv theatre in King's Road, London area? Mid-60's 
perhaps?
Sorry that was more than one question, but thanks in anticipation. P D J

Re: old tour dates
by allherfaces

I am sure there are folks who can answer your questions, but do you own a copy of the 
"Dusty Bible" by Paul Howes?

Re: old tour dates
by IWannaBeABluesSinger

The special was The Bacharach Sound and it was done in 1965.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0450243/

Maggie

Re: old tour dates
by daydreamer

Nancy is right re a resource for tour/concert dates. The Complete Dusty Springfield has a 
comprehensive list along with TV appearances and song details. As for the Bacharach 
special, see the picture. Dusty sang (mimed) I Just Don't Know What To Do With Myself 
and shared Wishin' and Hopin' with The Merseybeats.

Posted: Sat Dec 31, 2011 6:16 pm

Posted: Sat Dec 31, 2011 8:23 pm

Posted: Sat Dec 31, 2011 10:45 pm

paulasmusic wrote:

...and my memory is not too good, did Dusty appear in a Burt Bacharach tv 

special that was filmed by Granada at an old tv theatre in King's Road, London 

area? Mid-60's perhaps?

Posted: Sun Jan 01, 2012 9:50 am
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